In Memory of Noah...

Donate to the
Noah’s Ark Fund

Out of gratitude for the care they received,
the Martin family wanted to give back and
they started the Noah’s Ark Fund.

The Noah’s Ark Hospice Fund was established
in memory of Noah Martin, a 14-month-old
boy who spent three weeks in the Van Wert
Area Inpatient Hospice Center.
Noah was born with a rare heart condition
and other disorders that kept him hospitalized
for much of his life. When he returned home,
his care became overwhelming for his parents
and they decided to bring him to the hospice
center.
At home, his small bedroom had been so full
of equipment that it prevented anyone from
holding him. While at the hospice center, his
parents got to hold Noah again and just love
him.

The Noah’s Ark Fund provides comfort items
to hospice patients and their families that
are not covered through hospice benefits.
Items like roll-away beds, fans, toys, bird
feeders, and gas cards are purchased to make
a family’s stay at the hospice center more
comfortable.
The fund also enables children who have
lost a loved one to attend CHP’s annual
Rays of Hope Camp at no cost. The Noah’s
Ark Fund is supported solely through the
generous donations of individuals and
through fundraising events. Thank you!

Your Name: _____________________________
Address: _________________________________
City: ______________________ Zip: _________
Phone: _________________ Date: __________

Total Donation/Pledge:
$_______________

Please make checks payable to:
Community Health Professionals
1155 Westwood Dr.
Van Wert, OH 45891
Call (419) 238-9223
to pay by credit card
www.ComHealthPro.org

Noah’s Ark Fund

Noah’s Plaque

One of the main tenets of hospice care is to
provide for the physical, mental, emotional,
and spiritual needs of both the patient and
their loved ones. However, sometimes there
are practical needs that arise that aren’t
covered through hospice benefits.
The Noah’s Ark Fund supplements the
loving care delivered to those being served
at the Van Wert Area Inpatient Hospice
Center.
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CHP Hospice provides compassionate care
to area families both at home and at our
hospice centers in Defiance and Van Wert.
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A plaque is hanging at the Van Wert Area
Inpatient Center in memory of Noah
Martin. The Martin family chose the
inscription, “Into every life a little rain
must fall... but afterward, God sends a
rainbow to remind us He loves us all!”
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